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Latest GenerationLatest Generation

New Product

Launching !

Why still choose older generation design 4, 3 or 2.5 sec ? Given 
the same price with better performance, 1.8 sec BR518 is a 
clear choice winner.

For all BR518 purchase from now till 31 Dec 2012, we offer free 
upgrade to 3 years manufacturing defect warranty on motor and 
control panel. This proved our superior design confidence.

Faster opening and closing allow more car to pass through. This 
reduces congestion during peak hour.

Faster is Better

3 years warranty*

Same price as 3 sec barrier

www.magnet.com.my

MAGMAG®

* term & condition applies



What is NLS ?

No more waiting 1 or 2 months to import parts from oversea. 
All orriginal spare parts are available from us  locally that 
can make your barrier gate up and running in shortest time 
possible.

MAG is expert in barrier gate. Beware of immitator that 
claimed their motor works as good as ours or sprayed same 
color with us. We are continuously improving our products 
to give customer better performance and better value. MAG 
is definately your long term partner in parking barrier gate 
system.

MAG offer complete parking access system with long range 
reader, access controller, software and accessories. So you 
will get complete technical support, service, waranty, 
consultation, purchase and shipping from a single contact 
point. No more headache of calling multiple vendors for 
troubleshooting.

Full spare parts locally

Continuous innovation

Complete solution

Common failure of most barrier gate is limit 
switch. Limit switch is used to determine opening 
and closing position of arm. The more you use, 
the faster it will fail. This require constant main-
tainance. MAG innovative NLS design - does not 
use limit switch. MAG uses smart encoder built 
into motor. Electronic encoder is more accurate 
and not subject to mechanical wear & tear, There-
fore MAG can work better and work harder for 
you.

European lever design ensure arm move-
ment is swift and smooth. 

MAG is better by design

In case power failure, clutch can be release 
from outside without opening up entire hous-
ing. This is to avoid internal engine being 
tampered. 

Arm automatically swing out or auto reverse 
when hitting vehicle to minimize damage. 
Optional rubber lining or photobeam can be 
added to further enhance safety level.

Proven customer satisfaction
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